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Dear Alex, 

To place our correspondence in the chat, I’ve combined my email to you joined with the pdf I offered. 

Perhaps our modeling of the magnetic A-vector field in the brain - below - might prove helpful? As well as 
the non-local empirically-tested consciousness research I contributed to at the Mind Science Foundation. 

A summary overview of our publications and a project proposal follows these opening words. Potential 
developments in technology include: Sentient AI, Access to Unlimited Energy, and so much more. 

Papers offering additional validation of 'our SOFT model' are available on Academia.edu: e.g., 
Astronomical observations show that the 3D magnetic scalar B-field axes of all the galaxies in the 
universe follow the right-hand-rule relative to their spiral arms. This means that they point in the same 
direction relative to each other (in 4-D space) even though they point in any orientation in 3D space. Their 
North pole axes align through a single axis which corresponds to the magnetic vector potential A-field in 
4-D which unites all the 3D B-fields. It is logical mathematically that this singular 4D potential field 
localizes the non-local whole, orchestrating, organizing, and ensuring 'the' spaceless-timeless 'continuity 
'of all the 3D electromagnetic and gravity fields. 

As you likely know: Quaternions were invented by William Hamilton in 1843 and can be used to describe 
3D rotations in 4-D space. Otherwise, 3-D mathematics (vectors and vector algebra) are unable to 
describe 3-D motions (other than straight linear) without introducing physical pseudo-forces such as 
centripetal, centrifugal, Coriolis as well as both Dark Energy and Matter. 

Maxwell reformulated his equations to delineate the electromagnetic quantities of a singular 4D magnetic 
A-vector 'space' that continuously unites and coordinates all 3D electromagnetic B-fields. It is evident 
within Maxwell's original equations as well as the vector equations invented by Heaviside to describe the 
relationship between the vector potential A and the scalar potential B.  

Introductions, interviews, and collaborations are welcome. 

Wholeheartedly, 

Sperry Andrews 
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“The laws of physics must appear the same to every observer.” - A. Einstein


From working ‘independently’ for forty years, we now share a seven year theoretical 
physics partnership, to explore “how point-centered processes could generate all phenomena: the 
expansion of our universe, a Self-organizing non-material consciousness, with dimensional byproducts 
and measurements re-producing what is physical, emotional, mental, soulful, and spiritual.” (2019) p.15


https://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/Further%20Studies%20of%20Remote%20Attention.pdf
https://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/BIO.pdf
https://www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/Mission_Statement.pdf
https://www.consciousness-quotient.com/about-us/
https://www.consciousness-quotient.com/
https://lifeboat.com/ex/bios.sperry.andrews
https://lifeboat.com/
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“Before that moment of time [i.e., the beginning of spacetime], all science has to rely on is 
unfounded speculation, or at least that was the situation before Riemannian geometry was modified 
by incorporating point-elements when Andrews developed his intuitive notion of a 0-D point Void. 
Everything in our scientific model of reality changes by adopting the 0-D point Void as the original 
Riemannian point-element from which our more advanced Riemannian space-time structure of 
physical reality evolved.” - James E. Beichler, PhD (2017) p.4  


Overview: How can observation be ‘independent of absolute space and time’? Can a 
non-existent ‘absence’ flawlessly and continuously orchestrate the emergence of 
spacetime, energy, matter, and meaning, to fully function as Bohm’s Implicate order? 


In Bohm’s ‘Soma-Significance’ an observation gives rise to a unique spatiotemporal 
measurement structure, which in-turn gives rise to the next unique observation. 


In our SOFT model, quantum and classical theories are shown to be wholly compatible. 
The complementarity of quantized measurements and deterministic classical 
observations localize the nonlocal (4D) whole throughout every (0D/3D) point location.


J. E. Beichler and C.S. Andrews (2016). “Intuitive consciousness and the logic of single field 
physics: A conscious synergy of worldviews and theories.” J. ASCSI (2019). Available at: 
https://www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/2017%200-D%20Physics.pdf


J.E. Beichler, PhD (2016) “The Emergence of Neurocosmology: Realizing the true nature of the 
0-D point/ twist in both the evolution of consciousness and physics” Vigier 10 Symposium. 
Available at: https://www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/Neurocosmoloy%20of%200-
D%20point-twist.pdf


C. S. Andrews (2019) “Resolving the Three Great Mysteries:

Consciousness, free will, and God” International E-Magazine #60, 

Science to Sage: Exploring the Mysteries of Our Universe. Available at:

http://video.beyondthenet.com/connectioninstitute/Science_to_Sage.pdf


Give Send Go Fundraiser for:

“Five year $30M Multimedia Partnership Proposal to De-Hypnotize Humanity”

Those successful in raising these funds will earn a part of a $3M Lehman formula commission. 
https://www.givesendgo.com/HumanConnectionInstitute?
utm_source=sharelink&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=HumanConnectionInstitute


Brief Bio: https://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/BIO.pdf
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